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/. Introduction

From 08 to 12 April 1996, several meetings of coordination of civil aviation

matters for the Southern Africa Development Community (SADC) countries have been

held in Arusha, Tanzania. , .

These meetings, which were organized by the Southern Africa Transport and

Communications Commission (SATCC) were the following:

* Third Civil Aviation Training and Development Committee

Meeting ( 8 April )

* Second SADC Airlines Corporate Planning Committee

Meeting {09-10 April )

* 25th joint meeting of Directors of Civil Aviation and Chief

Executives of SADC National Airlines (11-12 April).

The meetings were focused on items like cooperation among airlines, airlines

integration, airlines statistics, training programs, commercialization and restructuring

issues, regional and subregionai arrangements, etc. A detail of the agenda of each

meeting is given in Annex f.

//. Objective of the participation ofEGA in those meetings

The Technical Unit of SATCC ( SATCC/TU ) has requested ECA to present a

report on the implementation of the Yamoussoukro Declaration in order to sensitize

African air transport professionals of the subregion.

For that purpose, ECA has sent a ietter and a questionnaire to States in order to

assess the level of implementation of the Declaration in each African country.

On the basis of the answers provided by .states, ECA prepared then a report for the

meeting. This report is presented in Annex II.

In addition, the participation of ECA was necessary for coordinating specific

activities, particularly on statistics.

For that purpose, ECA prepared an informal paper for discussion during the meetings.

The paper is presented in Annex 111.

Finally, ECA's mission also aimed at collecting detailed data on the parameters

of the parameters of the Yamoussoukro Declaration.

Specific forms have been prepared with the information available at ECA for each

country of the subregion. A sample of a form for one country is given in Annex IV.
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///. Main outcomes of the meetings of speciai interest for ECA.

A. Outcomes of the 25th joint meeting of DCA/CEO

a) Attendance

The meeting was attended by all member states except Angola and Mauritius.

Also present were the SATCC/TU, ICAO and AFRAA.

b) Main conclusions

*' ' A memorandum s,of understanding on Co-operation and integration of

SADC Airlines was presented to the meeting. The meeting improved and adopted it

for presentation to Ministers. The implementation of this memorandum is scheduled

as follows:

Signing of the.Memorandum: June 1996

Completion of the strategy formulation for

airline co-operation and integration: February,

1997

Consideration of the strategy by the

Committee of Ministers: June, 1997.

The Terms of Reference for the Strategy Formulation were also adopted. It was

stressed that recommendations of this work clearly spell out the modalities to

integrate SADC carriers.

* South Africa submitted its comments on the proposed Southern Africa

Regional Air Transport Authority ( SARATA ).. Since South Africa's views on SARATA

were changing the very basis for which SARATA was intended, it was agreed to refer

the matters to the next Committee of Ministers (June 1996) with the following

observations;

SARATA does not contradict with

Yamoussoukro Declaration

. SARATA does not accept loss of sovereignty

envisaged by the SARATA accord ;

SARATA does not accept the regulatory

functions of the SARATA authority but prefers ,

a coordinating body.

South Africa's views if incorporated wiil

substantially change the basis of SARATA.



- * The SADC Communications, Navigation, Surveillance and Air Traffic

Management (CNS/ATM) was presented as a draft. It was agreed that an updated
version of the plan will be presented at the next DCA/CEO meeting in October, 1 996,

taking into account the inputs of member states. The update version will form the
basis of the common SADC stand at 7th Regional Air Navigation meeting for Africa

Region( AFI/RAN ) which is scheduled in the first quarter of 1 997.

* The draft Memorandum of Understanding for the SADC Mission to ICAO

was approved and wiil also be presented in the next Committee of Ministers.

* The Transport, Communications and Meteorology Protocol Development

for the SADC countries was presented. Due to time constraint, the meeting agreed to

hold a workshop on 16/17 May 1996 in Johannesburg to finalize this project (civil

aviation sector). . ■ ' , ,

c) Mv main contributions

The first was on the difficult issue of SARATA. One of the major arguments of

South Africa regarding this proposed Authority was that it was in contradiction with

Yamoussoukro Declaration since States have to loose their sovereignty in someway.

I pointed out that/Yamoussoukro Declaration gave guidelines for cooperation in

Africa. For the implementation of the Declaration, it was agreed that sub-regional

mechanism of coordination should be establish. Thus, if a sub-regional grouping

decides to establish a Coordinating Authority, this is not in contradiction with

Yamoussoukro Deciaration as long as the Authority follows the policy adopted by ail

the Ministers in the Declaration. The problem to avoid in such Authorityis to establish

a different policy of the Declaration. ,

Since SARATA is deaiing with economic and technical aspects, I also pointed

out that perhaps, it could be envisaged to separate the two aspects and move faster

in the technical aspects. In that respect, an Authority could even accelerate this

problem of coordinating technical issues.

The economic issue, namely the question concerning common negotiation of

traffic rights is always controversial, even in advanced Communities like the European

one. • . ■ ' ' '

The second contribution was the presentation of the documents prepared by

ECA on the implementation of Yamoussoukro Declaration. Unfortunately, due to time

constraint, it has not been possible to exchange views with the delegates, on the

problems encountered in the implementation of the Deciaration.



B. Outcomes for the Civii Aviation Training meeting.

a) Attendance

The meeting was attended by six member states (Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi,

South Africa, Tanzania and Zambia), by ICAO, ESAMI and the SADC Representative

on the Council of !CAO.

b) Main conclusions

* Human Resources Development should be approached as a joint SADC

endeavor, and a civil aviation strategy needs to be formulated to pave the way for this

joint approach. ,

Two main areas were identified as warranting joint HRD approach: technical and

management training. Technical areas to be considered should include aviation

security, safety oversight, airworthiness and advance training in air traffic control. The

management training programmme could include financial management, marketing,

strategic planning, etc.

* SATCC will produce a SADC Aviation Training catalogue.

* The mode of optimization of training facilities chosen up to now was

designation. Acknowledging the fact that this mode has not fulfilled its promises up

to now, the meeting decided that the subject should be addressed further in a study.

c) Mv main contributions /

On the issue of optimization of training facilities, SATCC proposed that the new

mode should be based only on the rules of the free market that is states should send

students where they find it the best for them.

I pointed out that it was perhaps too early to ban the mode of designation for

training facilities. One point of the Yamoussoukro Declaration is that states shall

collaborate in the area of training, it is true that designation has not been up to now

the best way for collaboration but perhaps it is not wise to jump for designation to

free market without a clear study on it. The meeting agreed on this point of view and

mentioned it in the report as pointed above.

4



C. Outcomes of the 2nd Airlines Corporate Planning meeting.

a) Attendance

The meeting was attended by four member airiines {Air Tanzania, Aero Zambia,

Lesotho Airways and Air Malawi ), by Directions of Civil Aviation of Zambia,

Botswana, Tanzania, Malawi and by ICAO and the SADC Representative to ICAO

Council. ■

b) Main conclusions ,

* On the items of the Yamoussoukro Declaration regarding cooperation

among airlines, jt was decided to focus on the following:

Joint promotional strategies

Joint insurance

, Joint purchase of fuel

The implementation of the others items will be left to the initiative of the airlines.

* Airlines should implement restructuring programs,

cj Mv main contributions

My first contribution was on the issue of cooperation among airiines. 1 proposed

to the meeting that, in order to speed up the process, it was perhaps necessary to

identify airiines which want to cooperate on a particular issue instead of requesting

it in a general way to all the airlines. The proposition was not agreed by the meeting.

The second contribution was made on the agenda item on airiines statistics and

was based on the first results of the study conducted by ECA on the level of ICAO

data available by country. 1 pointed out that it appears that, except for the financial

forms, SADC countries are doing quite well regarding this issue. The problem was

then to understand the reasons of so few data in the financial area.

Further to this point, the airlines told to the meeting that they are sending financial

data as well as traffic data to the governments which are in charge of sending it to

ICAO. They are not aware of what is happening after that.

The representative of ICAO agreed on the remarks I made and informed the meeting

that in order to try to solve these problems, an ICAO seminar on statistics is scheduled

in July in Nairobi.
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SATCC/TU indicated then to the airlines that they can send data to him either

in ICAO or IATA forms. Further to this remark, I indicated to the meeting that the

strategy adopted by ECA regarding the establishment of its regional transport database

was to use ICAO forms so as to avoid duplication of efforts.

IV. Conclusions

1. It can be seen from what has been presented above that SADC has

several concrete projects for Cooperation and integration in the air transport sector.

Even if most of the projects have not been implemented yet, it is however an

encouragement in view of the objectives of UNCTADA II in the air transport sector.

In promoting cooperation inside the subregion, SADC should not erect itself as a

fortress with no link with the general policies defined by the Regional Organizations.

This temptation can be illustrated inthe Transport, Communications and Meteorology

Protocol where there is no mention of the existing African treaties or Declaration.

2. In the line of the above remarks, ECA should send officially its position

on SARATA.

3. Some of the important points of the Declaration were questioned {

coordination of training faciiities, maintenance facilities, etc). In order not to be

distanced by the subregiona! regroupment or the state, I think that in the next report

on the implementation of the Declaration, we will have to clearly evaluate the areas

where perhaps few progress will be made in the future and identify fewer areas of

concentration to present to. the states, airlines and subregional organizations.
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SOUTHERN AFSICA TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

THIRD CIVIL AVIATION TRAINING MEKONG:

ARUSHA, TANZANIA: 08 APRIL, 1996

"TOGETHERJO SERVE"

PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1.0 PRELIMINARIES

2.0 MATTERS ARISING

3.0 FORMULATION OF TRAINING STRATEGY

4.0 TRAINING CAPABILITIES IN SADC

5.0 WORK PROGRAMME FOR 1996/97

6.0 ANY OTHER BUSINESS
\ ■ ■ "

7.0 DATE AND VENUE OF NEXT MEETING

8.0 ADOPTION OF RECORD

9.0 CLOSING

Maputo: March, 1995
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SOUTHERN AFRICA TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

SECOND SADC AIRUNES CORPORATE PLANNING COMMITTEE
ARUSHA, TANZANIA: 09-10 APRIL, 1996

"TOGETHER TO SERVE"

WORKING SCHEDULE

TUESDAY: 09 APRIL, 1996

07:30

08:00

08:30

08:45

09:30

10:15

10:30

11:30

12:30

14:00

14:30

15:30

15:45

16:45

- 08:00 REGISTRATION

- 08:30

- 08:45

- 09:30

- 10:15

- 10:30

16:45

17:00

WEDNESDAY:

iaiOO - 18:00

l3:00 - ,19:00

OPENING

AGENDA 1 - PRELIMINARIES

MATTERS ARISING

HIGHLIGHTS OF OTHER MEETINGS
AGENDA 2 -

AGENDA 3 -

TEA BREAK

11-30 AGENDA 4 - JOINT PROMOTIONAL STRATEGIES
12:30. AGENDA 5 - AVENUES OF AIRLINE CO-OPERATION

14:00 LUNCH BREAK

14-30 AGENDA 6 - SUBMISSION OF STATISTICS

15:30 AGENDA 7 - WORK PROGRAMME FOR 1996/97

15:45 TEA BREAK

AGENDA 8 - ANY OTHER BUSINESS

AGENDA 9 - NEXT VENUE AND DATE

10 APRIL, 1996

AGENDA 10 - ADOPTION OF RECORD

AGENDA 11 - CLOSING

Maputo: March, 1996
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SOUTHERN AFRICA TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

TWENTY-FIFTH JOINT DCA\CEO MEFIING:

ARUSHA, TANZANIA: 11-12 APRIL, I99<

'TOGETHER TO SERVE".

PROVISIONftL AGENDA

1.0 PRELIMINARIES

2.0 MATTERS ARISING

3.0 HIGHLIGHTS OF SUB-WORKING GROUP MEETINGS

4.0 REPORT OF SADC MISSION TO ICAO

5.0 TRANSPORT COMMUNICATIONS AND, METEOROLOGY PROTOCOLS

6.0 COMPILATION OF AIRLINE AND AIRPORT STATISTICS <

7.0 REVIEW OF PROJECTS -

3.0 FACILITATION AND AVIATION SECURITY-

9.0 IMPLEMENTATION OF YAMOUSSOUKRO DECLARATION

10.0 WORK PROGRAMME FOR 1996/97 '

11.0 ANY OTHER BUSINESS ' ' ;'

12.0 DATE AND VENUE OF NEXT MEETING

13.0 ADOPTION OF RECORD

14.0 CLOSING

Maputo: March, 1995
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IMPLEMENTATION OF YAMOUSSOUKRO

l< Introduction

In Yamoussoukro, the ministers decided to designate coordinator countries for

each sub-region to monitor the progress of implementation of the Declaration.

Tanzania and Mozambique have been designated for the Eastern'and Southern sub

regions respectively.

In Mauritius, after assessing the implementation status of the Declaration, the

African Ministers responsible for civil aviation adopted measures in order to accelerate

the implementation of the Declaration. They also agreed on an action plan containing

activities to be performed by countries and organizations.

The objective of this paper is to indicate what has happened since Mauritius in

general and in Southern sub region in particular. This report has been prepared using

the information provided by African countries in response to the questionnaire sent by

ECA. ■ ' '

II. implementation Status

A. Situation in the African region as a whole ,

The information received revealed that many African countries havetaken step

toward the incorporation of the Yamoussoukro Declaration into the national policy.

Some countries were waiting for the legal framework in order to take appropriate

action. The ECA has now prepared and sent for comments the legal framework

incorporating the Yamoussoukro Declaration into the national policy and its method

of implementation, it is therefore hoped that more countries wiii fulfil the task of

incorporating the declaration in their appropriate national legal texts.

In general,, the African countries have accepted the decisions adopted in

Mauritius and. this has facilitated the bilateral negotiations within sub regions.

Although progress has been made, some countries/airlines have reported

difficulties related to the misinterpretation of the Mauritius decisions and,the

unwillingness of some managers to cooperate with particular airlines due to political

and economical reasons and the old way of doing business.
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As regard the roie.of governments and airlines, we have not received

information on actions taken on the revitalization of airlines and skilled manpower.

ECA will monitor these elements with AFRAA. But, some cooperation arrangements

have been witnessed. ,

The national coordination mechanism has been set up in some countries where

such mechanism had been absent. Meetings were organized at experts level by the

West and Central sub-regions coordinators ministers in Accra and Kinshasa

respectively. The purpose of these meetings was to review the implementation

progress and to decide on the approach for implementing the Mauritius decisions.

B. Situation in the Southern and Eastern Sub regions

ECA sent out questionnaires in order to collect data on the implementation

status of the Yamoussoukro Declaration. The analysis of the responses received

revealed the following : - '..

b. 1. Incorporation of the Declaration in the national policies and

iiberaiization concept :

1 The incorporation has not yet been completed by the countries of the sub

region. But countries like South Africa have reviewed their Aviation policy which led

to the deregulation of the domestic market and liberalisation in the international

market. This action is in line with the Yamoussoukro Declaration. Namibia reported

that their Air Services Act is under updating and will take care of Namibia's approach

towards a more liberalized air transport policy and a market structure which will

primarily be determined by competitive and commercial forces. The liberalized air
transport policies are reflected in the government's White Paper on Transport Policy

and the implementation of the provisions of the White Paper Poiicy is being introduced

in the Namibia's Bilateral Air services negotiations with other countries. In Tanzania

the practice followed does reflect the spirit of the Declaration, although it is not

formally incorporated in a policy document.

b.2. Traffic rights :

This issue has been taken care of, according to the report, within the framework

of SARATA in SADC. But, the SARATA will deal only with the issue of traffic rights

within the Southern sub region. It is therefore suggested that the element of relations

among subregions be^Sckled in the framework.of SARATA. As regard non scheduled

operation to Botswana, we have been informed that the country asked for royalties

payment.
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Namibia indicated that the granting of the 5th freedom traffic rights to countries

within the SADC region could be considered when beneficially to Namibia and the

region in general and in areas where no 3rd and 4th rights are provided and where
there is a need for air transport services, whereas the grant of such rights to countries

outside the SADC region could not be considered if the exploitation of such rights

would be determinant for Namibia and the region.

b.3. Coordination mechanism at national level

No country in the sub region, has reported the establishment of such

committee. But coordination between aeronautical authorities and other concerned
bodies and organizations does take place. For instance in Tanzania they have the

following: ■ . ; ■ "

(i) the Civil Aviation Board, responsible for licensing of air services, and for

advise to the Minister on all matters relating to Civil Aviation. Members of the Board

are drawn from various national agencies whose functions are ciosely related to civil

aviation.

(ii) Tanzania. Air Operators' Association (TAOA) which takes care of the

interests of small commercial operators.

(iii) Civil Aviation Technical Committee under the chairmanship of the

Director - General of Civil Aviation. Other members of this committee are drawn from

other national jagencies and companies associated with aviation.

We observed that, most of the existing committees do not include the air

services users. ,

b.4. Cooperation in air transport and role of governments and airlines

In the sub region, it is to be noted that a great achievement has been made in

the field of cooperation by the establishment of the multinational airline, Alliance, by

SAA, Uganda and Tanzania. The partial ownership of Zambia Express Airways by

South African Express Airways is also another achievement.

With regard to skilled manpower, ECA has not received any information. We

also have not received report on frequent changes of staff.
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b.5. Aspects relating to civil aviation and airport authorities

In South Africa, the former State Airports have been commercialised. These

airports are run independently as commercial entities. The methodology used by

South Africa in handling this issue can serve as an example to the countries planning,

to do so.

In general, we noticed that countries are cooperating in the field of civil

aviation. . r

b.6. Designation of airlines

It has been reported that some countries such as Mozambique do not accept

the principle of multiple designation of airlines as adopted in Mauritius. This is another

contradiction to the Mauritius spirit.

b.7. Legal framework

EGA has prepared the draft legal framework incorporating the Yamoussoukro

Declaration into the national policy and its method of implementation as wei! as the

draft model agreement between two or more African States for the establishment of

multinational airlines. These documents were requested in Mauritius.

This document was sent to countries for comments before its finalization. ECA

is expecting comments from civil aviation and airlines. EGA has also prepared

documents on the regional and sub regional mechanisms which can be used by the

sub region in establishing sub regional mechanism. We hope that the next meeting

of the DCA/ECA will discuss and adopt the above documents.

Actions required

1. Countries which have not yet responded to the ECA questionnaires and

letters are urged to react quickly.

2. Countries are requested to examine the two documents prepared by ECA

as well as the Regional and sub regional mechanisms, and to provide the

commission with comments in order to enable us finalize them before

their presentation to the ministerial meeting. ,

3. It is suggested that the Minister of Tanzania calls a sub - regional

meeting for Eastern countries to review the implerrientation status
of the decisions adopted in Mauritius and related issues.





SOUTHERN AFRICA-
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One of the 10 objectives of the United Nations Second Transport

and Communications Decade for Africa (UNCTADA II)

The objective has been

information system for

analytical basis for i

„___ as follows: " Establishment of

sport and communications, to serve as an

planning and investment management.

The final goal is to established in EGA, a computerised

data base for multimodal transport statistics



Regional Transport Database. Project / Iiiiplementation

Launched in 1991, Scheduled in two phases

Phase I ;

* identify a set of core data necessary for monitoring and operating

..the-transport sector;

* make recommandations on the set of data to be collected, the best

ways to collect, process and disseminate data.

* make recommandations on the policy reforms necessary to improve

national data base systems.

Phase II:

* region-wide implementation of harmonized data collection methodologies;

* the establishment of the regional transport data base in EGA



Phase I has been achieved

For air transport data, ICAO methodology has been adopted and

the selection of performance indicators have been carried out.

Since ICAO methodology has been adopted, EGA is undertaking

at the moment a study in order to determine for each country,

the level and quality of data available in ICAO digests.

The second main objective of the study is to determine, for

the countries where data are available at a high percentage,

the fatest way to collect the data.
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[ional Transport Database Project / Study on the level of ICAO

statistics available by country.

Next Steps of the study

■ By country, deeper analyse for each form in order to determine

the quality of data available

■ Adressing a specific questionnaire to countries in order to

assess their difficulties and/or to determine a way of collection



Regional Transport Database Project/ Study on the level

of ICAO statistics available by country

Action- by the meeting

Take note and to give answers in the future to the questionnaires

EGA will send on the subject. ■

Make some comments on the first results of the study

namely on the forms where percentage of data available is very low

( difficulties encountered, etc)



UNITED NATIONS

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA

DATA COLLECTION ON THE PARAMETERS OF YAMOUSSOUKRO DECLARATION

INTRODUCTION

In order to assess more precisely the implementation status of the

Yamoussoukro Declaration, ECA is collecting data on the main,parameters on the

Declaration namely on:

Bilateral Air Services Agreements

Financial data

Fleet

. ".■ -■ ;Tariffs ' ■ • ■ .

Network

Cooperation agreements among airlines

Computerized reservation system

Training and maintenance facilities

The paper submitted to you for correction and completion is a compilation of

data available at ECA which results of a study conducted by ECA in 1989-1990.

It,explains the reason why we have only few information for some countries. They

are namely the countries which were not visited.. \

We are also aware that since 1989-199.0, a lot of changes have been taken.place

but the information we preserite to vou constitute a benchmark.

We will be grateful if you kindly complete the form and return it preferably

before 15 May 1 996 to ECA,, Transport, Communications and Tourism Division,

P.O.Box 3005, Addis-Ababa, Ethiopia. Fax 251-1-51-03-91.

N.B. We didn't put any information on tariffs and network since we are able to

obtain them easily from other sources.



EXPLANATION ON THE DATA PRESENTED AND THE CODES USED IN THE TABLES

Table 1

1) Implementatian-status takes the following values:

0: the agreement is not implemented;

1: the agreement is implemented by the

national airline

2: the agreement is implemented by the

two designated airlines

3: the agreement is implemented only by

the airline of the other country

4: the agreement is implemented by at

least three airlines among them the two

designated airlines

5: the agreement is implemented by an

airline of an other country

2) When we don't have information of the year of signature, we indicated

the year 1989(*) which means that the agreement has been signed before 1989

(which is our reference year )

3) In the column Observations, it is precise any fact which can enlighten the

agreement for example, the countries where the 5th freedom has been granted, etc.

Table 2 .

1) Type of activity takes the value "P" (Passengers) and "C" ( Only cargo).

Table 4 .

1) Training-facilities takes the value "Y" and "N".

2} In the column Details-Training, the courses available are written in full.

3) Maintenance-facilities are indicated in the following way : X/ M.

where X is the type of check an M is the material on which that type of check can be

done.

Example: D/ ATR42 which means that all the checks up to the check D can be made

on the aircraft ATR42;

SSV/10360 LYCOMING which means that a scheduled shop visit can de

undertaken on the IO36O LYCOMING.



Table 6 '

T) The codes used in the columns area and sub-area are the following:

c

JV

TR

TE

CS

GH

M

SP

IL

CM

'= Commercial

= Joint Venture

= Training

= Technical

.= Capacity Sharing

= Ground Handling .

= Maintenance

= Spares Pooi

= Interlining Agreement

= Common Marketing

CEU = Common Equipment Use

P =.Pool

J! = Joint Insurance

2) Details precise the routes, the aircraft, the facilities, etc which are the

subject of the agreement.

N.B.

1}. . This explanatory paper constitutes also instructions for the completion

of the forms.. ■ . ■

2) The codes presented above are not limitative. A country can add one

code provided the significance is given.

3} We would like to have as much as possible, the information for all

commercial airlines in the country, even the smallest.
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able 2: General informaiions on Airline

rlina-coda

LfSDTHD ARWAY5

Airline fii-name

Lesotho Airways Corp

Stata-of registration

LESOTHO

Typa of gcHvj Adress Tel Tatax Cdila

able 3: Financial informaiions

r&nfl Caoltal

, - UStSQODQ

Dwnar

Stats

"able 4-: Technical Informalions

CRS Traininej-Facfli'fiss

N '

Dat-ails-TraEninq ^alntanonca-Facllitfes

B / F27-6Qa. B7D7-323C

C /DI-C6.31Q;

H5i /PTCA-27, RR DART 53

fable 5 : Fleet

Urlna

X

X

X

x ■

a^

AircrafMypa

B7D7-323C

F2 7-600

3HC6-3IO

DHC6-31Q

DHCB-310

niTRHEH 228

inafna-typs

3WJT3D-3B

^RDA536-7R

PT6A-27

PTSA-27

PT6A-27

TP331-5-252D

Ysar of mariufactura

1967

1977

1977

1979

1980

19B5

(tor of Durchosa Number

1

1

1

1
2

1
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